De-funding and Defeating Taxpayer-Funded Animal Testing
He calls animal testing ‘taxpayer-funded torture.’ He got the FDA to listen
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Anthony Bellotti is president of the White Coat Waste Project.
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Feds spend up to $14.5 billion annually on animal testing
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TAXPAYERS SHOULDN’T BE FORCED TO PAY $15 BILLION FOR ANIMAL EXPERIMENTS
“A cataclysmic **wake-up** call.”
“Congressmen Introduce Bill To Stop Government Cat Killers.”
“House Halts Taxpayer-Funded VA Dog Experiments”

- July 30, 2017
“US Enacts First-Ever Federal Policy for Adoption of Animals From Research.”
Baby monkeys pressed levers for **nicotine hits**.

“FDA reviewing **animal studies** in wake of monkey deaths”

“Congressional Members Urge FDA To **End All** Primate Testing”
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